Join Nepa´s fast growing Automation and Efficiency Team
Nepa is looking for an innovative Senior Technical Analyst who will play a crucial role to
take our Automation and Efficiency to the next level. You will join our office in Mumbai
and report to the Team Manager.

Your role as our Senior Technical Analyst
As a Senior Technical Analyst at Nepa you will work as an Analyst and Programmer. You
will be dealing with some of our most technically challenging projects, where it is not
possible to make the delivery using only the standard setup of BI-tools. We believe that
actionable insights are created in the intersections of different data sources and systems.
You will be combining many different technical skills and analytical methods as part of
larger deliverables to create products to make your colleagues’ work easier.

Your profile as our Senior Technical Analyst
You are a flexible, resourceful and open minded person with a highly analytical mind and
a constant drive to learn more. You are passionate about inventing new products and
solving business issues. You use your analytical and programming skills to build the
bridge from a great theoretical idea to an intuitive product and converting multisource
data into actionable insights. It is important that you have ability to pick and mix a wide
variety of tools from your toolbox. You have experience from a wide variety of tools for
analysis as well as programming and scripting languages. Examples of useful skills:




Programming Skills (C#, R, Python, VBA)
Database (SQL, NOSQL)
Business insight (as well the use of BI-tools like SSRS, Tableau etc.)

A few more thing





You have at least 2-3 years of relevant working experience.
Proven statistical knowledge
You share our core values (Passion, Innovation and Collaboration).
You take pride in delivering high level of services. We are known for that.

Nepa help companies to accelerate their business
performance by becoming customer centric at their
fingertips. We help you bridge the gap between
insight and action to facilitate a customer centric
decision making. By merging behavioural data with
customer feedback data, our clients turn the voice
and the footprints of the consumer into financial
KPI:s and provide it to the right stakeholder in realtime.
Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with local
presence in Denmark, Finland, UK, US, India,
Norway, Singapore (rep), and China (rep).
Read more about Nepa here.

Application
Please register your application here. We process applications as we receive them. For
questions about the position, do not hesitate to contact hr@nepa.com.
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